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GWOONWARDU MIA — 2012 MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES AWARDS 

Statement by Minister for Regional Development 

MR B.J. GRYLLS (Central Wheatbelt — Minister for Regional Development) [12.12 pm]: I rise to inform 
the House that Gwoonwardu Mia—the Gascoyne Aboriginal Heritage and Cultural Centre based in Carnarvon—
has been named the overall national winner at the prestigious 2012 Museums and Galleries National Awards. 
The centre won the award for its exhibition Burlganyja Wanggaya: Old People Talking—Listen, Learn and 
Respect. The centre also won the award for best permanent exhibition. 

In the exhibition, the Gascoyne region’s five Aboriginal language groups have come together to celebrate and 
recognise Indigenous culture. Old People Talking is an interactive permanent exhibition that tells the stories of 
the Gascoyne’s Aboriginal people in their own words. The exhibition was designed around storytelling, using 
text, images, sound, film and interactive technology as vehicles to share stories about the different people of the 
region, their languages and culture, and ancient connections to their country. It includes a 32 000-year-old shell 
necklace replica, photographs and films, oral histories and artefacts. It also features the amazing Burrowing Bee 
film, an interactive light table, and the sky dome that tells the story of Janguna, the emu who inhabits the night 
sky and provides guidance to today’s people on when they can take the different foods of the land. 

The Aboriginal cultural centre has imagined, researched and worked with the community for five years to 
produce a quality exhibition that was opened by the Premier in June this year. The exhibition was funded by 
Lotterywest and royalties for regions, which contributed just under $1 million towards the project. This project 
was funded through the first round of the Gascoyne Development Commission’s regional grants scheme. This 
award is great news for regional arts and culture. The cultural centre was up against major metropolitan 
institutions for this award, such as the Powerhouse Museum, the Australian National Maritime Museum, the 
Australian Museum, the National Gallery of Australia, the Museum of Australian Democracy at Old Parliament 
House and the National Library of Australia. We would not think that we would be mentioning the Aboriginal 
cultural centre in Carnarvon in the same sentence as those prestigious facilities. 

In their deliberation, the judges said this about the exhibition — 

The panel was strongly impressed by the historical importance of this material and project—especially 
the dynamic ways in which important stories of Indigenous experience of social history (individually 
and collectively) were achieved with community consultation and reference to shared memories as 
laying pathways of interpretation that link different generations, while also connecting Indigenous 
history to wider Australian social history. Diversity of media, from oral history with elders through to 
interactive media and participatory technology, were felt to link older and younger generations 
creatively and positively. 

The Gascoyne Aboriginal Heritage and Cultural Centre also has a gallery shop, artists-in-residence, a cafe with a 
bush tucker flavour and conference rooms, and employs six Indigenous employees. It is one of the few places in 
the state where one can get a cappuccino made by an Indigenous employee. The centre is also a finalist for the 
Tourism WA awards and the Design Industry Awards to be announced next month. Well done to the Gascoyne 
Aboriginal Heritage and Cultural Centre. 
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